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KINISIS VENTURES SEMINAR - SCALE IN USA

On October 9th we had the great pleasure to be partners of a great event hosted at Bank of
Cyprus Headquarters. US based business accelerator Kinisis Ventures shared their insights on
how Cypriot companies can build, capitalize, scale and exit in the USA. H.E. Kathleen A.
Doherty, Ambassador at U.S. Embassy Cyprus, opened the event along with Dr. Charis
Pouangare and Dr. Chris Patsalides who outlined the support of the Bank of Cyprus to innovation
and SMEs. A panel discussion with Kinisis Ventures, Chrysalis LEAP and IdeaCy provided
guidance on how to prepare businesses for a smooth US entry. It was our great pleasure being
part of this initiative and we look forward to seeing the results in the near future. Special thanks
to Andreas Panayi, Chris Droussiotis, Nicolas Nicolaou,Yiannos Georgiades, George Kokkinos
and Chris Demetriou for demonstrating that the small size of our country, cannot hold back
success!
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ECONOMIC
DIPLOMACY, INVEST CYPRUS AND CCCI MEETING
WITH IDEA & STARTUPS
On October 10th, we had a very
constructive meeting with Ministry of
Foreign Affairs - Economic Diplomacy,
Invest Cyprus - Cyprus Investment
Promotion Agency and Cyprus Chamber Of
Commerce And Industry to discuss how
further Cypriot Startups can benefit from
schemes & initiatives, get funded and
scale. It is exciting to see the spirit and
willingness from all parties towards
elevating innovation in our country, by
CONNECTING THE DOTS!
Special thanks to Irene Georgalla, Marios
Giorgoudis and Stalo Demosthenous for
their energy and passion!

DELOITTE WORKSHOP ON EU FUNDING
On October 16th, we had the
pleasure to hold a detailed workshop
at IDEAcy by Deloitte on EU funding.
We all know how hard it is to
navigate all the options and to
understand the criteria involved! Our
startup teams had the opportunity to
get informed in detail about different
funding methods from the EU that
can help them to potentially secure
capital. Many thanks to Eliza
Loucaidou for her excellent
presentation and assistance to our
startups.
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BOC HACKATHON OPEN DAY- APIS
Open API day was maintained at Nicosia at IdeaCy to learn more about Bank of Cyprus Hackathon Fintech
and Bank of Cyprus API and sandbox. We hosted developers who will participate to Hackathon event on 2628/10/2018. It was a very constructing and helpful event where developers have been analyzed the whole
sandbox and APIs that will be used on the event.

NATIONAL WINNER 2018 AT THE EUROPEAN
COMMISSION'S EUROPEAN ENTERPRISE
PROMOTION AWARDS, IN THE “PROMOTING THE
ENTREPRENEURIAL SPIRIT” CATEGORY

We are thrilled to announce that IDEA is the National Winner 2018 at the European Commission's European
Enterprise Promotion Awards, in the “Promoting the entrepreneurial spirit” category! EEPA2018
EEPA recognizes outstanding projects from across Europe that are working to support entrepreneurs and small
businesses. We will therefore represent IDEA and Cyprus at Graz – Austria this coming November, at the SME
Assembly 2018. Thank you Promoting Enterprise!
We extend our GREAT THANKS to all our supporters and believers, Bank of Cyprus, CIIM - Cyprus
International Institute of Management, Deloitte Cyprus, Cyta, Innovation-Leo Burnett, ADMINE and Lellos P.
Demetriades Law Office LLC
And we promise that IdeaCy will remain committed to offering the best possible support, inspiration and
motivation to our country’s young entrepreneurs!
Learn more, here https://blogs.ec.europa.eu/…/eepa-2018-cat1-national-winne…/
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DCM & COMMERCIAL COUNSELLOR OF ISRAELI
EMBASSY AT IDEA

Excitement rarely stops at IdeaCy. During October, we had the honor to welcome the charming Mrs Noga
Caspi, DCM of the Embassy of the State of Israel, Nicosia along with Mr Demetris Fessas, Commercial
Counselor. We also welcomed our friends and partners, Pick A Pier from Israel, the Israeli startup with whom
we partnered for various projects. Idan Cohen, Ilana Pinshaw and Asaf Cohen and our startup Kyamos and
Syndeseas Integrated Solutions Ltd, we all had a wonderful and productive conversation on connecting our
innovation ecosystem, IN PRACTICE and with ACTIONS. Thank you all for working towards the common
target: Promoting innovation!

PICK A PIER VISIT IN CYPRUS
Pick A Pier, the Israeli startup with
whom we partnered for various
projects, together with our startup
Kyamos and Syndeseas Integrated
Solutions Ltd, visited us during
October and had several meetings
with marinas all over Cyprus and
Ministry of Commerce, Industry,
Energy and Tourism for possible
ways in collaborating and providing
complete solutions to the interested
parties.
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BOC HACKATHON FINTECH 2.0

An exciting BoC hackathon fintech 2.0 has come to an end.
Three days of coding, over 250 people with more than 25 teams
participated in the biggest fintech event of the Bank of Cyprus
that ever took place in Cyprus. 17 teams pitched on Sunday and
amongst the apps that were presented included electronic
payments, token securities, sms payment for unbanked and
elders, piggy accounts and smart savings, microloans, KYC,
digital cheques, ERP and APIs intergration, analytics, roboadvisors and PFMs, physical assets securities with blockchain
and smart contracts. Team Sapiens won the first place and the
prize of €6000 with their interbank exchange app for completing
transactions using transferwise platform. Saturn digital won the
second place and the prize of €4000 with an app that uses the
BOC APIs with electronic orders and finally Trustwise team won
the third place and the prize of €2000 with a peer-to-peer app for
loans using blockchain technology. The prize for the best Bank
of Cyprus API utilization was won by Pepe Burro team for
presenting a B2B short term loan platform for maintaining
business cash flow.
Special prize (€1000 to each team), was given to two teams of
young students for participating to BoC hackathon fintech 2.0
that emphasize the evolvement and promotion of new
technologies to young people and to our society in general.
Till next year, keep coding.
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AMBASSADOR OF PORTUGAL MEETS
WEBSUMMIT DELEGATION 2018

We had the great pleasure to welcome H.E. Ms Maria Manuela Freitas Bairos, Ambassador of Portugal in
Nicosia. Along with our friends and delegation members from Invest Cyprus - Cyprus Investment Promotion
Agency, Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism and Research Promotion Foundation, we had
the opportunity to discuss the details of our presence to the WebSummit 2018 – Lisbon next week. We also
discussed how Cyprus and Portugal can cooperate, targeting the improvement of our ecosystems. Special
thanks to Vicky Tsangaridou, Annita Shiakalli and Nicos Ioannou who presented several schemes from the
EU available for our startups. Special thanks also to Marios Giorgoudis and George Christou. The
Ambassador had the chance to meet our 7 startups that are participating in the National Delegation of
Cyprus: Gnous, Wellretreat, ppissis.com.cy, Kyamos, Guardian Angel Mobile Health Technologies,
Syndeseas Integrated Solutions Ltd and GREEN KID APP.with Israel Innovation and possible steps we
need to take as a nation to push our innovation gene to the surface. We closed the day meeting with
IdealityRoads and learning about their exciting story of training nations on how to replicate the model
adopted from Israel to make it an Innovation Leader. We all had an opportunity to present our startups for
some on-point feedback from the experts! And of course, we met with Pick A Pier, which is the first startup
we established a formal cooperation with through a bilateral proposal!

